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By MR Joseph D Shellim

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 203 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What Really Happened? History s most
impacting century remains its most miss-represented. A new appraisal based on suppressed
archives assesses a long due varied consideration of this history. Rome s war with the Jews was
neither about power nor terrain; nor even against the Jews per se who otherwise held prominent
positions in Rome s institutions. Rome allowed freedom of belief to all her conquered nations,
acquiring a plethora of deities for worship; Rome accumulated 400 Gods. Yet this war was different
from all other wars. The Jews would not do as the Romans do - they followed laws that Rome called
as the Hebrew sorcery: So you are the only people who reject my divinity! - Caligula, 37 AD/CE. Gods
are Gods - What difference which one! - Vespasian, 68 AD/CE. This was a Holy War. It turned history
and humanity as no other. Rome s greatest weapon, more so than her military might, was her par
excellence in guile and propaganda. Rome allowed no adverse reporting, scrutinizing all writings
and killing any who dared her, including...
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Thorough information! Its this kind of very good read. It is writter in basic words and not hard to understand. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you question me).
-- Roel B og isich Sr .-- Roel B og isich Sr .

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface applied was intriguing to read. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of
the publication. You are going to like just how the writer publish this pdf.
-- Adeline O 'K on-- Adeline O 'K on
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